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Executive Summary

A group of studies, rapidly gaining popularity, promise that a
massive program of government mandates, subsidies, and forced
technological interventions will reward us with an economy
brimming with “green jobs.” Not only will these jobs allegedly
improve the environment, but they will pay well, be very
interesting, and foster unionization. These claims are built on
seven myths about economics, forecasting, and technology. Our
team of researchers, specializing in law and economics in
various US universities, surveyed this green jobs literature,
analyzed its assumptions, and found that the special interest
groups promoting the idea of green jobs have embedded dubious
assumptions and techniques within their analyses. We found
that the prescribed undertaking would lead to restructuring and
possibly impoverishing societies around the world. Therefore,
citizens deserve careful analysis and informed public debate
about these assumptions and resulting recommendations before
the world can move forward towards a more eco-friendly nation.
To do so, we need to expose these myths so that we can see the
facts more clearly.

The myths and the facts
Myth 1: Everyone understands what a “green job” is.
Fact 1: No standard definition of a “green job” exists.
According to the studies most commonly quoted, green
jobs pay well, are interesting to do, produce products
that environmental groups prefer, and do so in a
unionized workplace. Such criteria have little to do with
the environmental impacts of the jobs. In order to build
up a supporting political coalition, “green jobs” have
become a mechanism to deliver something for members
of many special interests, be it unions or local
businesses, in order to buy their support for a radical
transformation of society. Committing hundreds of
billions of dollars to something which lacks a
transparent definition – as advocated by many
politicians and interest groups – cannot be justified.

Myth 2: Creating green jobs will boost productive employment.
Fact 2: Green jobs estimates in these oft-quoted studies include
huge numbers of clerical, bureaucratic, and administrative
positions that do not produce goods and services for
consumption.
These green jobs studies mistake any position receiving a
paycheck for a position creating value. Simply hiring
people to write and enforce regulations, fill out forms,
and process paperwork is not a recipe for creating
wealth. Much of the promised boost in green
employment turns out to be in non-productive – and
expensive – positions that raise costs for consumers.
These higher paying jobs that fail to create a more ecofriendly society dramatically skew the results in both
number of green jobs created and salary levels of those
jobs.
Myth 3: Green jobs forecasts are reliable.
Fact 3: The green jobs studies make estimates using poor
economic models based on dubious assumptions.
The forecasts for green employment in these studies
optimistically predict an employment boom that will
take us to prosperity in a new green world. The forecasts,
which are sometimes amazingly detailed, are unreliable
because they are based on:
a) Questionable estimates by interest groups of the
small number of existing green jobs,
b) Extrapolation of growth rates from those low
figures, that does not take into consideration that
growth rates eventually slow, plateau and even
decline, and
c) A biased and highly selective optimism about
particular technologies.
Moreover, the estimates use a technique (input-output
analysis) that is inappropriate to the conditions of
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technological change presumed by the green jobs
literature itself. This yields seemingly precise estimates
that give the illusion of scientific reliability to numbers
that are actually based on faulty assumptions.
Myth 4: Green jobs promote employment growth.
Fact 4: By promoting more jobs instead of more productivity, the
green jobs described in the literature actually encourage lowpaying jobs in less desirable conditions. Economic growth cannot
be ordered by national governments or by the United Nations
(UN). Government interference in the economy – such as
restricting successful technologies in favor of speculative
technologies favored by special interests – will generate
stagnation.
Green jobs estimates promise greatly expanded (and
pleasant and well-paid) employment. This promise is
false. The green jobs model is built on promoting
inefficient use of labor. The studies favor technologies
that employ large numbers of people rather than those
technologies that use labor efficiently. In a competitive
market, the factors of production, including labor, are
paid for their productivity. By focusing on low
productivity jobs, the green jobs literature dooms
employees to low wages in a shrinking economy. The
studies also generally ignore the millions of jobs that
will be destroyed by the restrictions imposed by
governments on disfavored products and technologies.
Myth 5: The world economy can be remade by reducing trade
and relying on local production and reduced consumption
without dramatically decreasing our standard of living.
Fact 5: History shows that individual nations cannot produce
everything that citizens need or want. People and countries have
talents that allow specialization in products and services that
make them ever more efficient, lower-cost producers, thereby
enriching all people.
The green jobs literature rejects the benefits of trade and
specialization. This is a recipe for an economic disaster.
Even favored green technology, such as wind turbines,
requires great expertise largely provided by foreigners.
The twentieth century saw many experiments in
creating societies that did not engage in trade and did
not value personal welfare. The economic and human
disasters that resulted should have conclusively settled
the question of whether nations can withdraw inside
their borders.
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Myth 6: Government mandates are a substitute for free markets.
Fact 6: Companies react more swiftly and efficiently to the
demands of their customers/markets, than to cumbersome
government mandates.
Green jobs supporters want to reorder society by
mandating preferred technologies and expenditures
through government entities. But the responses to
government mandates are not the same as the responses
to market incentives. We have powerful evidence that
market incentives prompt the same resource
conservation that green jobs advocates purport to desire.
For example, the rising cost of energy is a major
incentive to redesign production processes and products
to use less energy. People do not want energy; they want
the benefits of energy. Those who reduce energy used to
produce desired goods and services – and thus reduce
the cost of production – will be rewarded. On the other
hand, we have no evidence to support the idea that
command-and-control regimes accomplish conservation.
Myth 7: Wishing for technological progress is sufficient.
Fact 7: Some technologies preferred by the green jobs studies are
not capable of efficiently reaching the scale necessary to meet
today’s demands.
The technologies given preference in the green jobs
literature face significant problems in scaling up to the
levels they propose. These problems are well
documented in readily available technical literature, yet
are resolutely ignored in the green jobs reports. At the
same time, existing viable technologies that fail to meet
the green jobs supporters’ political criteria are simply
rejected out of hand. This selective technological
optimism/pessimism is not a sufficient basis for
remaking society to fit the dreams of planners,
politicians, or special interests.

Introduction

A push for a green economy is underway in the United
States, the United Kingdom, Australia, the European
Union, Japan and Canada, as well as in rapidly
developing countries such as China and South Korea.
Politicians now routinely assert that investing in “green
jobs” can improve environmental quality and reduce
unemployment.
Advocates of green jobs see no downside to these green
job policies, which will cost hundreds of billions of public
and private dollars to implement. Governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and the United
Nations1 are all promoting the creation of green jobs. As
Table 1 shows, numerous countries have devoted a
portion of their fiscal stimulus to “green measures”.
Given claims that every dollar spent on green job
programs will be repaid many times over, it is hard to
see how creating new green jobs or “greening” existing
jobs could be seen as anything other than a fantastic
opportunity. However, when examined closely the green
jobs rhetoric is rife with contradictions, vagueness,
dubious claims, and a complete disregard of basic
economic principles.
This paper examines claims about green jobs that have
appeared in various green jobs reports, most notably a
2008 report titled “Green jobs: towards decent work in a
sustainable, low-carbon world.” This report is the joint
product of the United Nations Environmental
Programme (UNEP) and the Worldwatch Institute, an
environmental advocacy group noted for promoting
population reduction,2 with the assistance of the Cornell
University Global Labor Institute, a pro-union
organization.3 Co-sponsors include the International
Labour Office (ILO), the International Trade Union
Confederation (ITUC) and the International
Organization of Employers (IOE).

The UNEP report explains what is at stake in the green
jobs discussion, and does not pretend that this is a
simple matter. It does not assert, as many national
reports do, that green jobs programs are all win-win or
pretend to know exactly how many green jobs will be
created decades from now. It does not pretend that the
costs can be known exactly, nor does it sugarcoat the
structural changes that would be needed to force
massive change.
But the UNEP report is representative of wider calls for
green jobs as far as it proposes comprehensive social
change. The report’s authors call for major actions to
force what they see as a more efficient use of resources
and to reform economic activity so as to significantly
reduce carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions.
Virtually every aspect of daily life – from where people
live, where their food comes from, how they commute to
work, to what they do at work – would be dramatically
altered. It would mean a worldwide restructuring of
almost all economic activity and employment, as the
report concedes.4
Such massive social change is costly in both monetary
terms and in terms of the disruption of lives. Before
launching a program to transform the lives of billions of
people at a cost of hundreds of billions of dollars, we
should be sure not only that this is the future we want
but that the theory underpinning this vision is correct.
The history of the twentieth century is in part the
history of failed efforts to remake societies according to
visions that proved unsustainable. Before launching yet
another effort, on an even grander scale, we need to
thoroughly critique the vision.
Our analysis has three major parts. First, we examine
the attempts to define when a job qualifies as “green.”
Second, we analyze how the green jobs literature treats
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Table 1 International green stimulus
Country

Amount spent on fiscal
stimulus

Amount spent on green
measures

Green measures as a
percentage of total stimulus

$26.7 billion
$30.4 billion
$31.8 billion
$33.7 billion
$38.1 billion
$38.8 billion
$103.5 billion
$104.8 billion
$485.9 billion
$586.1 billion
$972.0 billion

$2.5 billion
$2.1 billion
$2.6 billion
$7.1 billion
$30.7 billion
$22.9 billion
$1.3 billion
$13.8 billion
$12.4 billion
$221.3 billion
$112.3 billion

9%
7%
8%
21%
81%
59%
1%
13%
3%
38%
12%

Australia
United Kingdom
Canada
France
South Korea
European Union
Italy
Germany
Japan
China
United States

Original Source: HSBC, “A climate for recovery” 25/2/09 http://www.globaldashboard.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/HSBC_Green_New_Deal.
pdf

key economic concepts. Third, we provide an assessment
of the assumptions and methods in the reports. Our
analysis reveals that the reports’ conclusions are
unacceptable due to (a) a lack of standard definitions of
“green jobs,” (b) fundamental economic errors, and (c)
poor assumptions combined to produce flawed
methodology and thus flawed assessments. We conclude
by suggesting that policymakers should view the
hyperbolic claims of the green jobs literature with deep
skepticism. We recommend continuing the debate with
the facts – not myths.
Green plans in the European Union
Green plans in developing countries
China plans to spend $221.3bn on green measures.5 Over
$51.1bn will go to renewable energy projects. Brazil has
reportedly created nearly a million jobs a year through the
biofuels sector – a strategy that has been recommended to
other countries like Nigeria and Venezuela.

Green plans in the United States
In the United States, a 2008 report from the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, Current and Potential Green Jobs in the U.S. Economy,
contends that investing in green jobs would produce a
remarkable range of benefits – from technological innovation
to increased income. It also claims that these jobs would yield
lower energy costs for business and individuals while improving
environmental quality.6 A think tank with close ties to the
Obama and Clinton Administrations asserts that “a green
economic recovery program … could create about 2 million
new jobs within the U.S. economy over two years.”7
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The European Union’s target to cut C02 emissions by 20% and
obtain 20% of energy from renewables by 2020 is also touted
as “an opportunity that should create thousands of new
businesses and millions of jobs in Europe” by the likes of
European Commission President Barroso. The Commission’s
2006 renewable roadmap argues that over half a million jobs
could be created by 2020, while other models produced by the
EU point to 2.5 million jobs.8 Green technology in Germany –
one of the EU’s green champions – is expected to reach 16
percent of manufacturing output by 2030 and employ more
people than the country’s auto industry. 9
Estimates for the United Kingdom are no less enthusiastic.
One study from the Carbon Trust belies that the UK could
benefit from 250,000 jobs and up to £70 billion from offshore
wind and wave technology by 2050.10 All major political
parties, including both parties in the ruling coalition, pledged a
greening of the economy prior to the election. The Liberal
Democrats promised 100,000 new green jobs, while the
Conservative Party pledged “to generate thousands of green
jobs.”11

1

Defining “green” jobs

There are four crucial problems relating to the
definitions given to green jobs by their supporters.

A. What counts as “green” and what
counts as a “job”?
Studies differ on what constitutes a green job. This is
true for both existing jobs and jobs that might be created
by new environmental initiatives. Estimates on how
many green jobs could be created and sustained vary
from study to study, depending on how the study
defines “green.” These differences mean that it is useless
to compare estimates, and they make it difficult to
conduct an informed policy debate. More importantly,
the varying definitions make important, but often
controversial, assumptions about environmental policy,
economics, and quality of life. In the hands of
policymakers, these questionable assumptions have the
potential to produce counterproductive effects: harming
the environment, dampening economic growth, and
reducing the quality of life for many people.

What counts as “green”?
Being green means different things from study to study.
For example, the UNEP report defines a “green” job as:
Work in agricultural, manufacturing, research and
development (R&D), administrative, and service
activities that contribute substantially to preserving or
restoring environmental quality. Specifically, but not
exclusively, this includes jobs that help to protect
ecosystems and biodiversity; reduce energy, materials,
and water consumption through high-efficiency
strategies; de-carbonize the economy; and minimize or
altogether avoid generation of all forms of waste and
pollution.12

As the report notes, “not all green jobs are equally
green.”13 To their credit, the authors insist that the “bar
needs to be set high” when defining green jobs so that
the term doesn’t become meaningless and so that we
can achieve the goal of “dramatically reduc[ing]
humanity’s environmental footprint.”14 But while the
UNEP definition excludes certain industries such as all
jobs related to nuclear power and many recycling jobs, it
also expands “green jobs” to mean all jobs asserted to
“contribute substantially to preserving or restoring
environmental quality.”15
This broad definition allows the authors to claim credit
for many jobs. Wind turbine towers involve “large
amounts of steel” and so the UNEP study considers the
jobs in the steel industry that provide steel for turbines
to be “green jobs.”16 The steel jobs themselves are not
required to have a low environmental impact, only that
the steel they produce go into a green product. Such
value judgments are rife in studies on green jobs, and
yet are not explained.
Some analyses consider almost anything to be “green”
as long as the technology does not use fossil fuel,
without even considering its environmental impact. For
example, a US report touts biomass as a “group of
technologies where additional investment and jobs will
help to develop the nation’s alternative energy
infrastructure.” It extols the virtues of generating energy
using “wood waste and other byproducts” and “several
waste products.”17 Biomass is included “because of the
short time needed to re-grow the energy source relative
to fossil fuels.”18 In other words, biomass counts as
green because it is not a fossil fuel, even though it can
cause environmental and health problems.
It is not surprising that “not all fuels derived from
biomass necessarily offer meaningful carbon emission
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advantages over fossil fuels, and some may even impose
new environmental costs,” as UNEP concedes.19 While
we do not claim to be familiar enough with the issue to
provide a final judgment on how green particular
biomass and biofuel programs are, advocates of green
jobs do not either. They make simplistic assertions about
which energy sources can be counted on to replace fossil
fuels and offer only vague estimates of the cost and
environmental impacts.
Also, when deciding what a “green job” is, studies often
introduce criteria that have nothing to do with the
environmental impact of the job or production process.
For example, recycling is generally touted as a major
source of green employment.20 But in the UNEP report
many current jobs in recycling industries are excluded
because they are “characterized by extremely poor
practices, exposing workers to hazardous substances or
denying them the freedom of association.”21
There may be good reasons to deny public support for
jobs that fail to meet certain working conditions, such as
the ability to form labor unions. However, those reasons
have nothing to do with the environmental impact of
the job, and including such criteria in a definition of a
“green” job obscures the issues. It seems, rather, that
supporters of green jobs do not engage in serious
analysis of whether a particular job is “green” but
instead simply label jobs as green if they are found
within a favored industry.22
These definitional issues are not simply inconveniences
that make it impossible to compare different reports and
estimates.23 More importantly, they represent
fundamental confusion about the idea of a “green job,”
a confusion that must be resolved before committing
hundreds of billions of taxpayer dollars and even larger
sums of private resources. Many studies in the green
jobs literature suffer from a lack of transparency and
hide controversial assumptions that underlie various
definitions. In the end, this lack of definition will create
incentives for special interest groups to lobby to have
their jobs designated as “green” and for their rivals’ to
be excluded. Developing open, clear definitions is critical
to avoid turning the policy debate into a special-interest
extravaganza that has little to do with the environment.
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What counts as a “job”?
Another major problem with studies on green jobs is
their tendency to assume that jobs always add value
when calculating the success of spending programs. But
employment created by green stimulus spending that
does not add value should be counted as a cost. And the
definition according to the UNEP report, for example,
labels as green jobs “scientific and technical,
administrative, and service-related activities that
contribute substantially to preserving or restoring
environmental quality”.24 A US estimate of green jobs
found that the single biggest increases from green
programs were secretarial positions; management
analysts; then bookkeepers; followed by janitors.
Another study estimated that there would be fewer new
jobs for environmental scientists than any of these other
categories.25
The purpose of a business, green or not, is not to use
resources (e.g. labor, energy, raw materials, or capital).
The purpose is to produce a good or service desired by
consumers that can be sold for more than the cost of
production. If one business uses more resources than
another to produce the same amount, it is less efficient
and has higher costs. Yet many jobs created in response
to government programmes are not a benefit of
environmental measures but a cost of such programs.
Regardless of whether these costs are worth incurring
for the benefits a program produces, they must still be
counted as costs and not as benefits.
Classifying lawyers and administrators as beneficiaries of
green job spending brings up a significant problem.
Making labor the end, rather than treating labor as a means
to production of environmentally friendly goods and
services, is a serious mistake. By promoting inefficient use
of labor, green jobs policies steer resources towards
technologies, firms, and industries that will be unable to
compete in the marketplace without permanent subsidies
from government. This will not only waste funds, but
effectively doom the “environmentally friendly” sector to
an unending regime of subsidies, and harm any efforts to
build a competitive and environmentally friendly economy.

Defining “green” jobs

B. Forecasting
Forecasts of green jobs are too optimistic. Forecasts of
how many green jobs there will be in the future are
reached by extrapolating from recent growth rates in the
numbers of green jobs. As the green jobs industry is a
new phenomenon, it has shown the rapid growth
common to all industries at their outset. Forecasts that
assume that trend will continue indefinitely are likely to
be over-optimistic. In addition, these calculations are
largely based on guesses and surveys by interest groups
rather than on real statistics from neutral sources. At the
very least, more robust proof that green jobs will
increase at sustainable rates in future is needed before
we spend billions pursuing that assumption.
Yet many supporters of green jobs believe, like UNEP,
that “[a]long with expanding investment flows and
growing production capacities, employment in
renewable energy is growing at a rapid pace, and this
growth seems likely to accelerate in the years ahead.”26
The UNEP report endorses optimistic forecasts such as:
n

Spending on wind power installations is expected to
expand from $8 billion in 2003 and $17.9 billion in
2006 to $60.8 billion in 2016.27

n

Markets for the manufacturing and installation of
solar PV modules and components are slated to grow
from $4.7 billion in 2003 and $15.6 billion in 2006 to
$69.3 billion by 2016.28

n

The biofuels market of $20.5 billion in 2006 is
projected to grow to more than $80 billion by 2016.29

n

Geothermal power “might” become a $35 billion
industry by 2020.30

These forecasts predict very rapid growth in production
and sales of technologies that are of dubious technical
practicality and economic viability.31
There are five major problems with these sunny
forecasts:
1) Small base numbers: Many of the sectors declared
green are tiny. Even minor changes in capacity
would lead to large percentage increases in growth.
In other words, it is easy to double the number of
jobs when you have one job, but not as easy when
you have 1,000 jobs.

2) Huge growth forecasts: The growth rate forecasts
are huge by any standard. This raises serious
questions about their reliability. In the energy field,
the projections assume an astonishingly fast spread
of new technologies, some of which do not even
currently exist in economically viable forms. Such
assumptions are inconsistent with past experience
with other technologies.
3) Selective technological optimism: Studies on
green jobs show biased optimism about certain
technologies, while ignoring potential developments
for others. They ignore problems that might slow
implementation of favored technologies and ignores
the likelihood of technological improvements of
disfavored ones. Selective optimism biases the
forecasts, and is not supported by evidence of
systematically faster growth in favored technologies
over their competitors. While there is no doubt that
assorted renewable energy sources can do more,
much of this is purely speculative.
4) Unreliable underlying statistics: Many industries
seen as key sources of green jobs are small and new,
so no official statistics are available. As a result,
many forecasts are based not on statistics collected
by neutral analysts, but on estimates made by
interest groups who seek a particular outcome.32 We
must be careful about making policy decisions based
on unsubstantiated numbers estimated by special
interest groups.
The UNEP estimates of worldwide green jobs – 2.3
million in renewables, 300,000 in wind, 170,000 in
solar photovoltaics, and 600,000 in solar thermal – are
not numbers collected by a neutral statistical agency.33
They are estimates by the Worldwatch Institute,
which not only has a vested interest in the outcome
but also has demonstrated a record of historical
inaccuracy with respect to its forecasts. Virtually every
green jobs calculation depends at some point on
estimates made by organizations with vested
interests. These figures are simply not objective,
verified numbers on which to base an analysis.
Many of the sources quoted by the UNEP show
similar bias. It cites, for example, the following
sources for its calculations:
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Box 1: Subsidized wind power in Europe
Wind power is often touted for its potential role in expanding green energy. However, wind turbines are very much
like iPods, where the U.S. captures most of the economic value, but China gets the assembly work (which is little
more than one percent of its retail value).40 Wind turbine technology and patents are largely European. The United
States imports most high-valued turbine parts. The largest maker, Vestas, is Danish, at about a quarter of the market.
Gamesa from Spain and Enercon from Germany are next at about 15 percent of the market each. Turbine technology
is highly technical and not easy to replicate. Hence, most wind energy work in the U.S. consists of importing the key
technology and performing the assembly work.41
But this does not necessarily support the case for subsidizing wind energy in Europe. As soon as Vestas laid off nearly
2,000 workers in 2009, it announced investment in Chinese plants. In fact, it has become apparent that it is far
cheaper to produce turbines and solar energy equipment in countries with lower manufacturing costs.42 Incentives
and subsidies made Germany the world’s largest market for photovoltaic installations, yet these measures are
increasingly benefiting China and other countries, and not Germany’s businesses or labour-force. China recently
overtook Germany as the top world producer of solar cells.43 In March 2010, German subsidies to solar energy were
cut.44 Previously, one of the country’s leading solar-power businesses had asked that subsidies be cut so that the
industry would become cost-effective.45

n

forecasts from “Clean Edge,” which it describes
as a “U.S.-based research and advocacy group;”34

n

a study by the “Blue-Green Alliance (a joint
effort of the Sierra Club – America’s oldest
grassroots environmental organization – and the
United Steelworkers union)” showing 820,000
jobs possible from renewable energy
investments;35

n

a report by the “Apollo Alliance” – a coalition
“working to catalyze a clean energy revolution
in America “36 – that showed 420,000 jobs from
a 10-year, $36 billion investment.37

All of these sources are from organizations with
strong vested interests in green job policies and
outcomes. Such interests do not mean that these
groups necessarily do bad work but they do mean
that their estimates must be treated with caution.
5) False precision masking large variations across
estimates: The reports often provide job creation
forecasts that appear precise, giving the illusion of
scientific certainty. Yet these apparently precise
forecasts vary widely from estimate to estimate,
between and even within reports.
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Many reports, including UNEP’s, provide
impressive-looking statistical backing for
recommendations, illustrated with a dazzling array
of tables and charts filled with seemingly precise
numbers in their forecasts. But there are immense
problems with these apparently precise numbers,
making these reports an unreliable basis on which
to formulate policies on green jobs.
The UNEP does acknowledges that green job counts
differ significantly,38 but it still goes on to estimate
that by 2030, worldwide, there could be 2.1 million
new jobs in wind energy, 6.3 million in solar, and 12
million in biofuels.39

C. Turning a blind eye to unseen costs
Many estimates focus only on the number of green jobs
created and economic activity stimulated without
considering unseen economic costs such as the jobs that
will be lost as employment shifts away from disfavored
industries and to favored industries. The case for
supporting new green jobs loses much of its merit if it
represents a loss of jobs overall. And yet, even when
studies attempt to calculate job losses, they lack
methodological rigor.

Defining “green” jobs

Those advocating green jobs claim that their programs
will create jobs and other benefits as those hired into
green jobs spend their paychecks. This is the “economic
multiplier” analysis – the idea that an increase in
activity by one firm will lead to an increase in activity by
other related firms. It is routinely used to advocate for
public subsidies for industries, sports stadiums, and
higher education.46 For example, the contractor for a
new football stadium buys concrete, the concrete
subcontractor buys new tires for its trucks, all the firms’
workers go out to dinner, and so forth. Multipliers are
difficult to observe and must be estimated by indirect
means.
The usual technique for assessing the reality of any
multiplier is inappropriate for green jobs for technical
reasons (discussed in detail in our longer paper). The
multipliers used to argue for green jobs are further
flawed by the regular assumption that all green jobs are
new jobs, rather than substitutes for existing
employment.
The proper measure is not total jobs that exist in an area
receiving a subsidy but additional net new employment.
Many green jobs are substitutes for existing jobs. An
increase in electricity generation from wind, solar, or
other sources will substitute for energy from, say, coalfired generation, which in turn will reduce employment
in coal mining and processing. The multiplier should
only be applied to the net addition in jobs, which is lower
than the gross number of jobs.47
Many green jobs reports assume that spending public
money will stimulate additional economic activity.
However, studies of public projects have shown that the
resulting job creation often is of dubious value, because
the cost-per-job-created is so high. For example, Camden
Yards – the Baltimore Orioles stadium – was billed as a
job creating project.48 However, the estimated cost per
job created was $127,000.49 Similarly, in France one
study noted that subsidies for the French fishing fleet
were commonly justified by on-shore job “multipliers in
the range of 3–5 jobs per seaman” but detailed analysis
showed that only 1.4 to 1.5 on-shore jobs existed for
every fishing fleet job.50

D. Promoting inefficient use of labor
Studies prefer increasing the number of “green” jobs,
even if it means using a less efficient means of
production. For example, the UNEP report calls for
hand-picked fruit rather than fruit picked by machinery,
even though the former would make fruit more
expensive and scarce. Low labor productivity, such as
hand-picking fruit rather than using machinery, does
not necessarily lead to a lower environmental impact,
yet is a drag on the economy. The example above is also
revealing of how actors who are dissatisfied with a
market-based economy use environmental issues to
achieve political objectives. In many cases, the labor
movement hides behind the rhetoric of “green jobs” to
push its own unrelated policy aims.51
Green jobs proponents have an inconsistent attitude
toward efficiency. On the one hand, they see efficient use
of non-labor inputs such as energy and raw materials as
crucial to creating a green economy. The UNEP report
states that “[g]reater efficiency in the use of energy,
water, and materials is a core objective.”52 On the other
hand, green jobs proponents see reducing the efficiency
of labor as a virtue, not a cost. The UNEP report laments
“[e]conomic systems that are able to churn out huge
volumes of products but require less and less labor to do
so pose the dual challenge of environmental impact and
unemployment.”53 It goes on to criticize “the fact that
labor is being extruded from all points” in food and
agriculture, as well as the steel and oil industries.54
It is highly problematic to measure the success of a task
by the maximum number of jobs it requires to achieve
that task. First, the ultimate goal of economic activity is
not the employment of labor or of other resources. The
ultimate goal is the production of goods and services
that satisfy human needs and wants. If we can produce
more goods and services for the same cost, we can
improve the standard of living for everyone.
Second, studies on green jobs mistakenly assume that
labor-intensive production methods are always better for
the environment than capital-intensive ones. In fact the
extent to which a process is labor-intensive tells us little
about whether particular techniques are better or worse
for the environment or for the individuals engaged in
the labor.
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Third, even in green industries, increasing the efficiency
of labor has been an important component in making
technologies more commercially viable. For example, the
cost of corn-based ethanol in the United States was
reduced in part by economies of scale in farm operations
and the advanced technology necessary to convert crops
into ethanol.55 If instead we had thousands of workers
diligently squeezing corn and sugarcane by hand we
would not produce more biofuel, but we would vastly
inflate the number of green jobs and dramatically
increase the cost of the fuel.
The green jobs literature glorifies inefficient labor
practices, with the aim of maximizing the number of
jobs and human wellbeing. But in doing so, it ignores
three economic truths:
n

Decreasing labor productivity limits opportunity. Many
environmentalists have advocated reduced
consumption for decades, but reducing the goods
and services available to people is not the answer for
those seeking to improve human wellbeing.

n

Low labor productivity produces low wages. Green jobs
advocates promote a future of high-paying, low
productivity jobs. Such a vision is economically
unsustainable. In a market economy, wages and
productivity are not negatively correlated.

n

Subsidizing labor at the expense of capital will delay the
development of new technologies that can help conserve
scarce resources. For example, petroleum refining is a
highly capital intensive process, but that capital
intensity has meant that we are able to extract far
more fuel and specialty chemicals from a barrel of
crude oil. Innovations have allowed much more
efficient use of natural resources. Discouraging
capital intensity in production reduces the incentive
to produce such innovations.

The problems detailed in this section question the
underlying framework of the green jobs literature. They
are grounds for caution in accepting the literature’s
ultimate conclusions and recommendations. Before
trillions of dollars in public and private resources are
directed into promoting a green jobs economy, we need
to have a better understanding of the meaning of that
goal and of the details of how such programs will reach
that ill-defined end. What jobs will be considered
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“green” and why? Who will decide which jobs are
“green enough”? We should be skeptical about
projections based on rapid early growth and rapid
expansion of technologies that are not well developed.
We should worry about proposals that glorify low labor
productivity and would thereby reduce our standard of
living.

2

Mistakes in economic analysis

As just reviewed, various studies on green jobs fail to
agree on what defines a “green job”, but also contain
highly problematic assumptions about the economics of
employment. We now turn to some of the studies’
peculiar assertions about economics in general.

A. Rejecting comparative advantage
Studies often assert that green jobs are both desirable
and achievable throughout the whole world.56 For
example, one US report states that green jobs will be
created “in every region and state of the country.”57 The
UNEP report concludes that green jobs should include a
high local content as this means “a more equitable
distribution of wealth since the money saved is invested
back into the local economy.”58 Where a purely local
strategy cannot be followed, the green jobs literature is
critical of the role of trade. An example is the UNEP
report’s discussion of biofuels where the main flaws are
the potential sacrifice of “the interests of local
communities” and that “human needs, especially of the
poor and marginalized, all too easily lose out to profit
interests.”59
Such beliefs reject the economic principle of comparative
advantage: that specialization and trade makes all
parties better off. Yet this anti-trade – or “buy local” –
sentiment is embedded throughout various studies on
green jobs and is part of a larger criticism of the global
economy. The UNEP report is among the most explicit in
stating its overall anti-trade agenda. It argues:
Companies like Wal-Mart (with its policy of global
sourcing and especially its policy of searching for cheap
products, with potential negative impacts for labor and
the environment) are major drivers and symptoms of
[increased global trade] … Ultimately a more
sustainable economic system will have to be based on

shorter distances and thus reduced transportation needs.
This is not so much a technical challenge as a
fundamental systemic challenge.60
The report questions whether “a system of unbridled
consumption – well entrenched in Western
industrialized countries, but spreading rapidly to the
growing middle classes of countries” can be
sustainable.61 Having considered the “urbanization,
informality, and social and environmental stress across
the developing world,” it goes on to urge developing
countries to pick a “different” path of development.62
Though UNEP concedes that “the bulk of documented
growth of Green Jobs has so far occurred mostly in
developed countries, and some rapidly developing
countries like Brazil and China”, it then lists anecdotal
evidence of green projects in Bangladesh, India and
Kenya and appeals for more funding to support the
“development of green employment across the
developing world.”63
In reality, trade is beneficial to human welfare. The antitrade position of many studies on green jobs is
contradicted by both economic theory and the
experience of the world economy. Nor does the green
jobs literature acknowledge the world’s baleful
experience with trade protectionism. The green jobs
literature is, in other words, smuggling in a highly
controversial economic policy under the guise of an
environmental policy.

B. Ignoring costs to consumers
The green jobs literature asserts benefits of green jobs
policies using a flawed conception of improvements in
human welfare. Rather than look at both consumer and
producer benefits, as is common when evaluating the
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social benefits of a policy, 64 green job proponents
concentrate almost entirely on the producer side. For
example, the UNEP report criticizes increased
agricultural trade between the United States and Mexico
because “cheap corn from the United States has hurt
Mexican farmers who grow maize on small- to mediumsized plots in difficult environments using low levels of
technology.”65 No mention is made of benefits of cheaper
corn to Mexican consumers.
The benefits of trade are not just assertions from
economic theorizing. Trade has real-life consequences
that affect the quality of life, such as by providing more
food at lower cost to billions of people.66 That is a huge
consumer surplus. More generally, the report criticizes
expanded trade in foodstuffs because:
[t]he growth of supermarkets in the global South is
having a marked effect on farmers, and some maintain
that this effect is bigger than that of trade liberalization.
Leading supermarket chains have shifted away from
wholesale markets where small farmers make their
living, and toward procuring food through a few
medium-to-large firms that can deliver a consistent
quality product at large volumes.67
As a result, the UNEP report complains that:
[T]he consolidation of retail has meant that farmers and
producers often receive dwindling returns on their
produce, as large retailers are in a position to lay down
‘take it or leave it’ conditions. Retailers are also in a
position to dictate terms to processors and distributors
and even large food manufacturers, which results in
manufacturers being more concerned to serve the
interests of retailers and less concerned to maintain a
good relationship with farmers.68
These passages demonstrate the biased nature of cost/
benefit estimates made by proponents of green jobs. In
general, economic concepts and technologies that the
special interests behind these reports do not like (e.g.
fossil fuels, nuclear power, free markets, trade, lower
prices for many consumers) are assumed to produce net
costs. Those that the advocates prefer (e.g. small farms,
local production, solar power) are assumed to produce
net benefits. Counting only the benefits from the
favored technologies and activities and only the costs
from the disfavored ones distorts the outcome. Both
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costs and benefits must be taken into account to make
an accurate comparison. In particular, the benefits to
consumers need to be carefully estimated. This biased
calculation is not an accidental oversight – their
complete disregard for the benefits of market
competition reveal green job sponsors’ rejection of
modern economics. It is necessary to address these
economic precepts before accepting claims about green
jobs and restructuring of the economy.

C. Cost-free mandates and mindless
markets
Many green jobs programs rest on government
mandates to promote favored technologies over those
that would naturally be chosen in a competitive
economy. However, in judging the likely efficacy of this
approach, the literature tends to ignore the large
opportunity costs of such mandates and assumes,
incorrectly, that market actors cannot judge their own
interests over green technology.
As an example of opportunity costs being disregarded,
consider the UNEP study, which refers to the creation of
jobs from spending on environmental projects as the
“double dividend.”69 The report fails to consider what
opportunities the government and businesses will forgo
since they do not have that money to spend in other
ways.70 The costs are high: one US study asserts that if
$100 billion is spent on green activities that 935,200 jobs
would be directly created,71 implying a cost of $107,000
per new job created. Most US citizens could go to a
modestly priced private or state university full time for
four years for that sum.72 Either the funds for these
programs were taken from the pockets of people who
now have $100 billion less to spend on other things,
causing an economic contraction in those other areas, or
it is a bill passed on to the grandchildren of today’s
taxpayers in the form of deficit spending. These costs are
real and must be considered in any debate. We must ask
what we are giving up to fund these programs.
Proponents of green jobs ignore these questions.
Most jobs in renewable energy sectors appear to be
subsidy driven. A large number of jobs in solar and wind
energy rely heavily on taxpayer subsidies or mandates.
For example, a study done for the American Wind
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Energy Association and the Solar Energy Research and
Education Foundation estimated that if the investment
tax credit for solar/PV projects and the production tax
credit for wind energy were not renewed at the end of
2008, then those industries could lose 77 percent of their
jobs.73
Indeed, U.S. subsidies for renewable energy projects are
so attractive that in 2008, BP announced that it dropped
plans to build wind farms and other renewable projects
in Britain. Instead, the company is shifting its
renewables programs to the United States, where – as
noted by a BP spokesman – government incentives for
clean energy projects provide “a convenient tax shelter
for oil and gas revenues.”74 Royal Dutch Shell also
announced it was abandoning wind energy projects in
Britain in favor of the U.S.75 These developments lend
support to the idea that renewable energy is viable only
where there is taxpayer support or mandates.
In general, there is no doubt that requiring all public
buildings to be retrofitted or offering “strong financial
incentives” to private building owners to engage in
retrofitting, as some studies suggest, would create
jobs.76, 77 Of course, requiring all public buildings to be
painted purple or offering tax incentives to private
building owners to paint their buildings purple would
also create jobs. The number of painting jobs would
increase, paint manufacturers would increase production
of purple paint, paint stores may hire additional delivery
help, paint brush manufacturers would increase
production, and so forth.
The question is: What would have happened to the
resources used to meet the purple paint mandate in the
absence of the government program? Those resources
would have been put to the building owners’ highest
and best use, and those uses would have also created
demand for goods and services. The same is true of
retrofitting mandates. Meanwhile the implication of the
necessity of a mandate is that profit-seeking building
owners are too foolish to make investments in energy
saving despite the alleged benefits to them.
While costs of alternative energy sources are often
unspecified in reports advocating their adoption,
advocacy groups believe that the adoption of these
alternative energy sources should be required. For

example, the UNEP report argues that “to the extent
that government mandates that such alternatives [such
as solar power] be given equal access to the [electricity]
grid, higher costs will be passed on to the consumers,”
but, “as renewables mature technologically … cost
disadvantages disappear and may turn into a cost
advantage.”78 Consistently throughout the UNEP report,
its authors assert that money could be made if only
profit seekers were smart enough to recognize the
opportunities: “Green innovation helps businesses …
hold down costs by reducing wasteful practices.”79 One
study cited by the UNEP asserted that “green building”
improvements are “paid back over 2–7 years.”80 Another
claimed that a $9 billion investment in energy savings
would generate $28 billion in savings over 17 years and
generate 58,400 new jobs.81
In short, the UNEP believes that one wonderful
profitable opportunity after another is missed by profitseeking and short-sighted corporations. That premise is
at odds with the desire of a number of utilities to be
allowed to sink large amounts of capital to build nuclear
and coal plants that take up to a decade to build and
have a long recoupment period. If the people who make
their living in the industry do not see it wise to invest in
massive wind and solar farms (unless heavily
subsidized), then the economic feasibility of such green
projects is dubious.

D. Ignoring incentive effects
The green jobs literature focuses on public policies to
induce greater energy efficiency, both to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and because it seeks to shift
expenditures away from fossil fuels. However, energy
efficiency occurs naturally as a result of market
processes even without forced taxpayer support. Because
the literature ignores this trend, it overstates the
benefits of its conservation measures. Given a trend
toward more efficient use of energy even without policy
measures, the proposals will induce less net
conservation than studies predict because some level of
energy conservation would have occurred anyway.
Because energy is costly, the market has an incentive to
produce and consume less energy. From the late 1970s to
2000, the amount of energy consumed per dollar of real
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GDP produced fell by 36 percent.82 Total energy usage
increased because of economic growth over that time,
but efficiency increased more than growth in all major
energy-using sectors. Using data from the United States
and Great Britain, we can compare energy requirements
across time. Compared to 1900, each unit of energy
input in 2000 could provide four times as much useful
heat, move a person 550 times farther, provide 50 times
more illumination, and produce 12 times as much
electricity.83 One result of this increase in efficiency is
that past forecasts of future energy use have overestimated
future energy demands. For example, estimates done by
knowledgeable researchers in the late 1970s for energy
use in 2000 proved to be 60 to 80 percent higher than
actual use in 2000.84 That is, experts who knew
efficiency would increase still greatly underestimated
technical progress. Given the bias against disfavored
technologies in the green jobs literature, we would
expect its predictions to be even more off base.
An analysis by the International Energy Agency
confirms that greatest improvements in energy
efficiency have occured naturally, rather than through
conservation measures:
Analysis … for 16 IEA countries shows that improved
energy efficiency has been the main reason why final
energy use has been decoupled from economic growth.
Without the energy efficiency improvements that
occurred between 1973 and 2005 in 11 of those
countries, energy use would have been 58%, or 59 EJ,
higher in 2005 than it actually was. However, since
1990 the rate of energy efficiency improvement has been
much lower than in previous decades.
These findings provide an important policy conclusion –
that the changes caused by the oil price shocks in the
1970s and the resulting energy policies did considerably
more to control growth in energy demand and reduce
C02 emissions than the energy efficiency and climate
policies implemented in the 1990s.85
Data on energy consumption across both producer and
consumer goods (discussed in detail in our longer paper)
demonstrates three key lessons relevant to the
evaluation of green jobs claims:86
n
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Market forces provide a powerful incentive that drives
greater efficiency with respect to costly inputs. Net gains

from green jobs policies mandating conservation are
likely to produce fewer gains than claimed since
some (or even more) efficiency gains would occur in
the absence of mandates.
n

Regulatory policies have, at times, slowed or blocked energy
efficiency gains through unintended consequences.
Adopting mandates is thus not risk free with respect
to energy efficiency.

n

The green jobs literature ignores history and fails to
mention the extensive data on increases in energy efficiency
over time in the industries they propose to regulate. The
authors of this paper are not experts on technical
aspects of energy production or use, yet we were
able to find – from widely distributed, credible
sources – extensive data on this crucial issue that
the green jobs literature ignores. Such gaps suggest
a need for great skepticism in evaluating their claims
of energy efficiency.

E. Market hostility
Underlying much of the green jobs literature is a deep
hostility to free market societies that favor voluntary and
decentralized decision making. Instead, the literature
shows a clear preference for centrally-directed programs
built on government mandates. The unprecedented
increase in human welfare resulting from the industrial
revolution is dismissed: “The story of economic change
is, however, also a story about political choices. More
often than not, these choices have put the accumulation
of wealth before the needs of the majority.”87 For
example, the UNEP report insists that there is an:
urgent need to make economies far more sustainable and
thus to re-examine the prevailing production and
consumption model. Concepts such as dematerialization,
remanufacturing, ‘zero-waste’ closed-loop systems,
durability, and replacing product purchases with efficient
services (such as ‘performance contracting’) have been
discussed for some time and tested in some instances, but
by and large have yet to be translated into reality.88
As a result, the green jobs literature’s answer to a
perceived or real problem is almost always massive
public expenditure or regulation rather than less
intrusive interventions. For example, the UNEP report
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claims that the obstacle to greener buildings is due, in
large part, to an information problem – people’s
overestimation of the additional cost of green
techniques. However, the recommendation is
government intervention instead of the provision of
information.89 Nothing better captures the contempt for
improving the lives of ordinary people that is rampant in
the green jobs literature than the suggestion by the
UNEP report that rickshaws could become a significant
form of transportation in a green economy.90 This
contempt for decentralized, free societies leads to a focus
on mandates and a wide range of conceptual errors that
render the results of these studies untrustworthy.
In summary, green job analyses:
n

reject the existence of comparative advantage,
suggesting a need to avoid trade.

n

ignore harm to consumers, giving misleading
estimates of the benefits of the proposed policies.

n

ignore the other productive uses of the resources
they propose to devote to green jobs programs, thus
overestimating net gains in jobs.

n

reject the market’s assessment of the potential of
green technologies, believing that opportunities for
profit and self-sustaining growth will emerge where
profit conscious entrepreneurs are unwilling to
invest.

n

do not take into account how market incentives
encourage energy efficiency, instead assuming that
energy efficiency results from government policies.

n

exhibit a strong hostility to decentralized, market
decision making.

That the literature contains so many basic economic
errors is not accidental, but reveals that many studies on
green jobs are hostile towards free markets. They thus
focus on government solutions with no regard for the
greater prosperity and higher living standards that have
resulted from market incentives. Taken together, these
errors reveal fatal flaws in these studies’ analyses of
green job policies.
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3

Ignoring technical literatures: the case of
electricity generation

Proponents of green jobs routinely ignore important
technical literature that challenges some of the
assumptions underlying green jobs programs. Electricity
generation provides a perfect case study of how reports
on green jobs ignore facts that contradict their claims
and continue to engage in the sort of selective
technological optimism described earlier.
The green jobs literature calls for massive shifts in power
generation technologies. As noted earlier, the literature
is selectively optimistic about favored power generation
technologies (e.g. wind, solar, biomass) and selectively
pessimistic about disfavored ones (e.g. coal, nuclear).
Here we briefly survey claims relating to three power
generation technologies: wind, solar, and nuclear, and
show how green jobs proponents fail to adequately
address the technical issues involved with each.
The UNEP report predicts that, thanks to “rapidly rising
interest in energy alternatives”, employment could reach
2.1 million in wind energy and 6.3 million in solar
photovoltaics (PVs) by 2030.91 It argues that wind and
solar technology development could help countries that
have suffered from de-industrialization and job losses in
manufacturing, and countries in development such as
China and India.92 It is claimed that, in addition to
creating jobs, renewables have a host of other benefits,
from improving a country’s trade balance and ensuring
that money stays in the domestic economy.93
The UNEP report recognizes that these technologies may
at first entail higher costs – but it argues that these will
disappear as the technology matures, and economies of
scale are achieved. In the meantime, their price
development should be “determined not only by world
market trends, but also by applicable subsidies (and
subsidy shifts) and efforts to internalize the social and
environmental costs of fossil fuels.”
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A. Wind
In the European Union, all member states have agreed
to source 20% of energy from renewable sources by
2020. In 2008, just over 4% of the EU’s electricity came
from wind power capacity, and for the last few years,
wind power has accounted for the majority of new
power installations.94
Partly because of subsidies, the contribution of wind to
renewable electricity generation in the United States is
expected to increase from 7 percent in 2006 to 16
percent in 2020 and 20 percent in 2030.95 However,
despite being heavily subsidized, its total contribution to
“energy security” is slight, and unlikely to rise to a
significant level over the foreseeable future.
The UNEP report advances wind-generated electricity as
an example of how a renewable technology can become
cost-competitive with gas and coal-fired power plants.
But it overlooks a number of concerns.
A report by the UK’s House of Lords Select Committee
found that “although declining over time, [the full costs
of wind generation] remain significantly higher than
those of conventional or nuclear generation (even before
allowing for support costs and the environmental
impacts of wind farms).”96
Wind’s contribution is also diminished by its ability to
deliver electricity only intermittently. Wind turbines
cannot produce when wind speed is either too low or too
high, or if the turbine blades or other critical
components are iced up. Since electricity cannot be
stored, wind capacity must be backed up by other
electric generation sources. All of this increases the cost
of wind energy substantially. As the HoL Select
Committee reports, “wind generation needs to be viewed
largely as additional capacity to that which will need to
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be provided, in any event, by more reliable means.”97 So
while wind is “free”, we must consider construction,
installation and transmission costs, and acknowledge
that wind turbines alone cannot satisfy consumers’ need
for reliability and continuous, round-the-clock
availability.
Further, efforts to increase wind generation capacity
have run into major hurdles with regulatory laws and
opposition by local residents.98 Despite these widely
known problems, which are never discussed in depth in
the green jobs literature, green jobs policy proposals
propose enormous increases in wind capacity without
detailing a strategy for how these problems will be
solved.

B. Solar
Solar power is another technology favored by green jobs
advocates. As with wind energy, there are substantial –
and largely unacknowledged – hurdles to a significant
expansion in solar electric generation.
Solar power in both residences and commercial premises
has expanded rapidly around the world, especially in
Europe. However this has largely been due to lavish
public subsidies. Several countries, including Australia
and Germany, have reduced subsidies to solar energy
over the past years.
Despite decades of effort and extensive subsidies in the
US, the current contribution of solar to meeting the
nation’s energy needs is only 0.05%.99 The vast majority
of this is from solar thermal and hot water production
rather than electricity generation. The remainder is from
solar photovoltaic (PV).100
The costs of solar energy continue to be prohibitive. The
HoL Select Committee found that solar generation is
more costly than most other forms of renewable
generation.101 Even the UNEP report concedes that solar
photovoltaics (PV) will “remain more expensive for the
foreseeable future.”102 And as with wind, the costs of
back-up energy sources are often not included in
calculations, meaning that relying on solar energy would
entail higher costs than predicted in green jobs reports.

conditions and the changing position through the day,
as the Earth changes position relative to the sun.103
According to the Institute for Energy Research, solar
technologies are improving and are well-suited for
small-scale applications, in remote locations. However,
meeting current US electricity demand with solar power
remains impracticable and extremely costly: the institute
estimates that about 10,000 square miles of solar panels
– an area the size of New Hampshire and Rhode Island
combined – would be required.104

C. Nuclear
In contrast to its treatment of favored technologies, the
green jobs literature almost completely dismisses
nuclear power generation. We are not advocating
nuclear power generation but are noting the
inconsistency of green jobs advocates’ treatment of
unproven technologies with serious technical problems,
such as solar, compared to its treatment of an existing
power-generating technology that emits no greenhouse
gases. This difference reveals important embedded
assumptions by the green jobs advocates that have little
to do with environmental quality or economic impact.
Nuclear power is essentially carbon free to generate,
just like solar and wind, and does not require
blanketing huge areas of land with wind turbines or
solar panels.105 Currently, its widespread commercial use
produces about 20% of U.S. electric power.106 In Europe,
15 nations produce an even greater share of their
electricity from nuclear power. Japan and South Korea
also obtain a larger share of electricity from nuclear
power than does the United States.107 The widespread
use of nuclear power across nations is likely to increase
as European nations formerly skeptical of the
environmental impact of nuclear power turn to it to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to reduce their
reliance on shaky Russian natural gas supplies.108 This is
a striking contrast to the tiny shares of electricity
generated by wind and solar.
Politically, nuclear power is controversial and a variety of
U.S. environmental groups oppose it, as a survey of their
websites indicates:

Like wind, solar power suffers from reliability problems
as solar radiation changes with different atmospheric
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n

Greenpeace International: “The only solution is to halt
the expansion of all nuclear power, and for the
shutdown of existing plants.”109

n

World Wildlife Fund (WWF): “But among currently
deployed commercial technologies, scaling up
nuclear power is not an effective course to avert
carbon emissions.”110

n

Friends of the Earth UK: “Nuclear Power is dangerous
and expensive because:
– Security threats
Power stations could be terrorist targets.
– Toxic waste
Pollutes environment. Waste needs careful
management for generations.
– Global proliferation
Availability of deadly materials increased.”111

This skepticism is incorporated into reports on green
jobs. For example, the UNEP report states that “nuclear
power is not considered an environmentally acceptable
alternative to fossil fuels, given unresolved safety,
health, and environmental issues with regard to the
operations of power plants and the dangerous, longlived waste products that result.”112
The best technologists cannot predict which technology
will dominate years from now, as they know technology
changes. A policy that eliminates major possible options,
assuming that technologies which exist today will
continue to be the only options in decades to come, will
have us locked into costly, economically destructive
policies.
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Conclusion

The costs of the green jobs programs proposed by various
interest groups are staggering. For example, the UNEP
report concludes that “No one knows how much a fullfledged green transition will cost, but needed
investment will likely be in the hundreds of billions, and
possibly trillions, of dollars.”113 The scale of social change
that would be imposed is also immense. Green jobs
advocates propose dramatic shifts in energy production
technologies, building practices, and food production.
These calls for radical changes in every aspect of modern
life are wrapped in a new package under the guise of
“green jobs”. Advocates promise not only a revolution in
our relationship with the environment but to employ
millions in high paying, satisfying jobs. Unfortunately,
the analysis provided in the green jobs literature is
deeply flawed, resting on a series of myths about the
economy, the environment, and technology.
To attempt to transform modern society on the scale
proposed by the green jobs literature is an effort of
staggering complexity and scale. To do so based on the
wishful thinking and poor economic analysis embodied
in many estimates of green jobs would be the height of
irresponsibility. We have no doubt that significant
opportunities abound to develop new energy sources,
new industries, and new jobs in the future. We are
equally confident that a market-based discovery process
will do a far better job of developing those energy
sources, industries, and jobs than could a series of
mandates based on flawed data. It is time to bring this
debate into the light and dispel the myths so that
policies can be based on clear facts and analysis.
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